NOVA’S KENT ‘SMALLZY’
SMALL
Kent ‘Smallzy’ Small, accomplished music and
entertainment broadcaster, can be heard in afternoons in
Sydney and across the country in evenings on the Nova
Network.
One of the most versatile announcers, Smallzy has hosted
Smallzy’s Surgery, Australia’s number one night show
weeknights since 2012, with the show number one
nationally for the past five years, and recently took over as
host of Nova 96.9 afternoons in Sydney.
Smallzy will deliver the music content in afternoons, that
Nova’s audience have come to know and love from the
experienced broadcaster over the past 15 years. Listeners
across Australia will also continue to hear Smallzy’s Surgery
weeknights on the Nova Network and hear Smallzy on
Saturdays from 8am to 12pm on Nova 96.9.
Smallzy’s love of music and his unique relationships with some of the biggest artists in the
world, has seen him travel from continent to continent to cover the biggest music events
and gain access to high profile artists including Taylor Swift, Ed Sheeran and Harry Styles.
He has attended the Grammys for the last four consecutive years and in 2018 alone, Smallzy
conducted over 263 interviews with artists and personalities including Jared Leto and
Nicole Kidman.
Smallzy has won four ACRAs (Australian Commercial Radio Awards) – Best Music Presenter
2013 & 2019, Best Music Entertainment/Presenter 2016 & 2017 in his career.
With 15 years in the business, Smallzy got his start behind the mic at NOVA Entertainment’s
Star 104.5 in Gosford after graduating from the Australian Film Television and Radio School.
In January 2012 Smallzy started up the Surgery, which attracts over 740,000 each week.
In addition to his radio success, Smallzy is one of Australia’s most powerful social media
influencers with a reach of close to 348,000 followers on his social media channels.
Smallzy can be heard weekdays in afternoons on Nova 96.9 Sydney, in nights on Smallzy’s
Surgery on the Nova Network and on Saturday mornings from 8am to 12pm.
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